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Greetings IowaASBO!
WOW! The 50th Anniversary celebration events, the record attendance,
the great sessions and the visitors from ASBO International all made for an
outstanding fall conference. I would like to thank the many, many IASBO
members who worked so very hard to make the anniversary celebration a
memorable event. Many complimentary notes and comments were
received. And I’d like to especially thank Nancy Blow and Jim Scharff, for
never saying “oh, maybe THAT’S a little over the top!” – they just made it
happen! Now, on to planning for the 60th Anniversary….☺
It is truly a year of change for School Business Officials as we face the new
SBO authorization and renewal requirements for the first time. Our
membership has always placed great value on furthering our knowledge
through training and professional development and now that time will be
tracked and recognition and credit given for our efforts.
Please bear with us as we work the kinks out of the logistics of recording
credit hours for over 400 members, ensuring that the sessions meet the time
and content required to be considered for credit, and finding suitable space
to adequately and suitably accommodate us. You probably noticed a few
changes in the fall conference as a result of these needs.
Your IASBO board spends a great deal of time considering the impact to
the membership when any change is necessary and we try to make
decisions that will cause the least disruption possible. We value your input.
Board members are listed on the website, so drop us an email or give us a
call with your ideas and/or opinions.
We’re almost half-way through this fiscal year and maybe at a point where
we can finally catch our breath and give thanks for the special blessings in
our lives. I hope that you are able to spend time with those most important
to you over the holidays and best wishes for a happy, healthy new year.
All best wishes for a joyous holiday season,

Karron Stineman
Iowa ASBO President, 2012-2013
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IASBO
PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP AWARD
The Professional Leadership Award is one of the highest honors that Iowa ASBO bestows upon
its members. The awards are not just a measure of extraordinary deeds or a lengthy career – they
are a recognition of those school business officials who, throughout their career and lifetime,
have demonstrated excellence in service to their school district, communities and their
profession.
School business officials have labored, sometimes without notice, to ensure that the management
of a school district is conducted in both an effective and efficient manner. While the complexity
of their responsibilities has increased over the years, their standing within the education
community and public has just begun to be acknowledged.
Up to two awards will be presented at the IASBO Annual Meeting.
Award recipients will receive:
•

•
•
•
•

A $1,000 Scholarship is provided by IOWA ASBO and American Fidelity Assurance
to a graduating high school senior from each recipient’s school district - It is suggested
that preference may be given to students entering an education or business course of
study. A committee of IASBO Board members is currently developing criteria for
confirmation of post high school attendance prior to awarding of the scholarship
payment.
A plaque for the recipient’s office
Statewide recognition in the news and trade media
Invitation to Iowa ASBO Leadership Conference
Reimbursement for registration/airfare/lodging up to $1,500.00 for expenses incurred to
attend the next ASBO International Conference

Selection Criteria

The following criteria shall be considered when selecting the Iowa ASBO Professional
Leadership Award:
Leadership in the Schools – The candidate has gone above and beyond the call of duty to
improve the learning conditions for students in their school system.
Leadership in the Profession – The candidate has demonstrated commitment to improving the
level of professionalism among school business officials through active participation in the
Association.
Professional Development – The candidate has demonstrated a continuous interest in learning
and in staying abreast of developments in the field of school business management.
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Leadership in the Community – The candidate has
demonstrated active involvement in local
community activities outside of the duties performed
as a school business official.

Eligibility Requirements &
Program Rules
1. The Iowa ASBO Professional Leadership
Awards are open to all Iowa ASBO members
who are associated with a school system or Area
Education Association.
2. An applicant must have been an Iowa ASBO
member for at least 12 consecutive months prior
to January 1 of the year he/she applies for the
award.
3. Current members of Iowa ASBO’s Board of
Directors are ineligible.
4. Nominators must submit nominations with supporting rationale to the IASBO Executive Director
no later than December 10 of the year prior to which the Award is granted.
5. Recommendations rendered by the independent Iowa ASBO Professional Leadership Award
Screening Committee will be presented to the Board of Directors. The screening committee will
consist of the Regional Directors with the IASBO President-Elect serving as chair of that
committee. The action taken by the Board of Directors will be final.
6. Awards will be presented annually at the Spring IASBO Annual Meeting.
7. Award recipients will be encouraged to apply for the ASBO International Eagle Award.
8. Nominations may come from any IASBO member or the administration of the nominee’s school
district. Nominations will be expected from regions during the year in which their regional
director is serving the second year of the two year term.

Each of us has a spark of life inside us, and our highest endeavor ought to be to set off that
spark in others.-Kenny ausubel
2006 recipients:
2007 recipients:
2008 recipients:
2009 recipients:
2010 recipients:
2011 recipients:
2012 recipients:

Jan Culbertson – Paul Bobek
Shirley Mcadon – Craig Hansel
Jackie Black – Joe Hintze
Marsha Tangen – Mike Hamilton
Ed Chabal – R. Duane VanGorp
Trudy Pedersen – Ramona Jeffrey
Michelle Wearmouth – Leslie Finger
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IASBO
PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP
AWARD NOMINATION
Each year at the Annual Conference, the Iowa Association of School Business Officials presents
the Professional Leadership Award to an outstanding IASBO member who exemplifies
professionalism, leadership and innovation in the field of school business management.
Nominees for the IASBO Professional Leadership Award must be an active IASBO member
who is currently employed by a school district or Area Education Agency. Current IASBO
officers and board members are not eligible.
Nominees will be reviewed objectively by the Screening Committee. The committee reserves
the right to request additional information on any nominee.
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AWARD NOMINEE INFORMATION
Name ________________________

Title

_____________________

School District /AEA _____________________________________
Address _____________________________
City _____________________ State ___IA___ Zip Code _______________

NOMINATOR INFORMATION
Name of Nominating Individual ____________________________________________
School District / AEA _____________________________
Address ________________________City _______________________. IA zip _________
Telephone number __________________________________
Email
______________________________________

Nomination Submission Deadline: December 31, 2012
Briefly state why you are nominating this person for the IASBO Professional Leadership Award:

A form will be sent to the nominee to request more detailed information for the committee
to use in making their selection.
Return this nomination application and any supporting documentation by December 31 to:
iowaasbo@gmail.com
The mission of the Iowa Association of School Business Officials is to provide programs and services that promote the highest
standards of school business management practices and professional growth.
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Healthcare Reform Act and You
The upcoming Health Care Reform Act and its implication for school districts is on everyone’s
mind these days. The timeline on the following page is a color-coded document provided by
American Fidelity to help one see what is to be accomplished, and when.
There are many resources available to become a bit more familiar with the law and one I found
quite helpful is:
http://www.afadvantage.com/for-employers/health-care-reform/reference-materials/videos-onhealth-care-reform.aspx
for additional information regarding the currently enacted health care reform act. There you can
find more details on Plan Design Mandates, FSA HRA HAS Provisions, Administrative
11

Requirements, Timeline of what needs to be done and when, and videos on the health care
reform requirements. There are seven videos (3-10 min each) at this link that briefly address the
topics listed above.
I have watched all of them and can attest that it certainly provided a basic understanding of what
is known at the moment. Some tidbits of information from the tutorials included:
The original act signed into law in 2010 contains over 1,000 pages and can be confusing
Three federal departments (Treasury, Labor, Health & Human Services) are all involved
in implementing the law and writing rules
Rules are being developed with many of those effective for 2010 already being revised
(pre-existing conditions, lifetime limits, nondiscrimination, children to age 26, preventive
services, etc. etc.)
The rules fall into four primary categories
o Design Mandates
o Health FSA, HSA, HRA Requirements
o Administrative Requirements
o Plan Sponsorship Issues
2012 – W2 to include cost of health benefits – talk to your insurance provider – reference
at www.HCReducation.com/w2reports and go to the tab ” IRS Issues Updated W-2
Reporting Guidance”
2014 – additional W2 reporting requirements – tax penalty to individuals who do not
have some level of coverage
2018 – new notice and disclosure requirements
Full-time employees are defined as those working 30 hrs per week.
It “appears” the new law may have a greater implication for the private sector than public
school districts though due to the complexity one is cautioned to become complacent
about it.
There will be sessions at the spring conference on the subject.
Jim Scharff, IASBO Executive Director
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2012 Iowa ASBO Member Survey
242 responded to the 2012 survey which is only
approximately 49 % of the Iowa ASBO membership.
PROFESSIONAL POSITION BASIC INFORMATION
1. Respondents who possess SBO Authorization
Authorized SBO
8%
NOT Authorized SBO
92%
2. Please indicate the title of your current position
Board Secretary / Business Manager 57%
Business Manager
12%
Board Secretary
5%
Director of Finance (or similar)
9%
Other
16%
3. A description of the duties / responsibilities of your position include: (mark all that
apply)
Management of the fund accounting system
87%
Employee benefit program management
76%
Accounts payable or accounts receivable
70 %
Board Secretary
72%
District Treasurer
71%
Payroll processing
59%
Inventory information maintenance
60%
Participation on management team for employee negotiations
60%
Student activity fund (deposits, check writing, ledger management, etc.) 46%
Accountant / district auditor / etc.
40%
CFO – Director of Finance – Assist/Assoc. Supt of Business or Finance 38%
Superintendent’s Secretary
10%
Supervision of Hot Lunch / Cafeteria / Food Services
12%
Supervision of Transportation
7%
Supervision of Buildings and Grounds
7%
4. Number of years experience you have in a school business office (including this year):
2010 2011 2012
1-3 years
14% 18% 14% (3 work in two districts)
4-9 years
25% 26% 24% (4 work in two districts)
10 years or more
61% 56% 62% (3 work in two districts, 1 works in three districts)
5. Number of years you currently anticipate continuing to work in the school business
office:
1-3 years
12%
4-9 years
30%
10 years or more
58%
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6. Your district October 1, 2012 K-12 RESIDENT STUDENT certified enrollment
submitted to the department of ed. – only 197 districts reporting
Average = 1676 (excluding Des Moines)
Enrollment - # of Districts reporting 2012
Under 400
32
401-600
40
601-900
41
901-1700
46
1701 – 3000
15
3001 - 7500
12
Over 7500
11

2011
47
61
62
61
28
22
11

2010
48
47
50
47
17
19
10

2009
37
49
51
46
21
21
10

2008
34
40
41
45
21
19
10

2007
65
54
63
58
24
19
12

7. Districts where working in multiple districts
District A
District B
Algona
Titonka
Dike-New Hartford Aplington-Parkersburg
Farragut
Hamburg
Forest City
Woden/Crystal Lake
Galva-Holstein
River Valley
Humboldt
Twin Rivers
Midland
Olin
Mid-Prairie
Keota
MOC-Floyd Valley West Sioux
Preston
Andrew
Red Oak
Stanton
Rockwell City-Lytton Southern Cal
Spirit Lake
Graettinger
8. Your Annual Salary (excluding benefits) for
2012-13
Minimum
Average
Maximum

20,000
61,723
145,000

2011-2012 2010-2011

2009-2010 2008 -2009

18,000
55,869
142,209

18,,517
56,045
151,151

18,795
56,417
174,571

16,000
54,905
136,050

9. Your ANNUAL district paid TSA (or similar salary deferral) 193 responded
No TSA
78%
$1-$1,200 per year
3%
$1,201 - $3,600 per year
5%
$3,601 - $6,000 per year
5%
Over $6,000 per year
9%
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2007-2008
17,976
50,860
128,800

10. The district contribution toward your health insurance is:
2012-13

2011-12

100% of single premium
100% of total family premium (employee plus dependants)
Other

38%
38%
23%

35%
38%
27%

2010-2011
42%
35%
27%

11. Average vacation days per year
1-3 years
19.8
4-9 years
14.7
10 years or more
18.1
12. Level of education
(specialized training question to follow)
high school
some college/vocational/business school
2 yr / Assoc. degree
4 year college degree
Graduate degree

2012-13
9%
18%
16%
47%
10%

13. Level of education in experience categories – 235 respondents
Experience Category
Formal Education
1-3 yrs
4-9 yrs
high school
0%
5%
some college/vocational/business school
6%
19%
2 yr / Assoc. degree
9%
20%
4 year college degree
75%
44%
Graduate degree
9%
12%

over 10 yrs
11%
20%
15%
43%
10%

14. Your specialized training includes (mark all that apply) 215 responded: 2012-13 2011-12
Accounting degree
46%
40%
CPA
School Business Management Certification
MBA
15. Gender:
male
female

8%

8%

76%

61%

8%
2012-2013
19%
81%

16

7%

Value of IASBO Programs / Services
16. Fall / Spring Conferences
Highly Valued
Moderately Valued
Low value

2012-2013
84%
14%
1%

2011-2012
71%
27%
2%

2010-11
72%
26%
2%

2009-10
69%
30%
1%

17. For several years we have conducted the fall conference at the Sheraton Hotel in West
Des Moines and the spring conference and trade show in Ames. As the attendance has
continued to increase it is appropriate to revisit site selection, etc. Most larger facilities
that can host our sessions (general, breakout, lunch) are scheduled out at least 2-3 years in
advance so a long-term perspective and plan is needed. Please indicate your preferences
for future conferences.
Move to “Meadows”
53%
Remain at Sheraton
31%
No opinion
16%
Comments & Suggestions:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

12)
13)

14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)

Ames
Anywhere in the Des Moines area is preferred.
Completely open to whatever works for the organization. It might be nice to try something different.
Cost should be an important consideration
Do what is best for IASBO members and IASBO pocketbook. All locations you mention are centrally
located.
Either of the above are acceptable to me. Prefer to stay in Des Moines area.
Explore moving the fall conference to Ames.
Free internet access should be provided, wherever we decide to hold the conference.
Have the fall conference in Ames also.
Hy-Vee Center would also work!
I feel the Sheraton has had issues with our large group. I have questioned the meals they have served us the
last few years. We had heating & cooling issues this year. The conference rooms were never comfortable
for long. I think you should look at other options. I hear that Prairie Meadows has nice facilities.
I know the Meadows is making GREAT DEALS as they are new and want in the conference business!!
I like the convenience of the Sheraton since I live in Western Iowa but certainly understand the association
might need to change due to size. I would prefer the Meadows over something in downtown DM (hyvee
hall) due to ease of getting there.
I like the location of the Sheraton although it is getting a bit cramped.
I recently attended an IASB Employee Relations meeting at the "Meadows". It was great!
I would cast a "no" vote for downtown Des Moines... Parking is an issue.
I would like the spring conference in Des Moines too.
I would suggest moving all conferences to Ames as it is more centrally located in Iowa.
If a change is made, please try to get the Hotel room rate locked in at $90 or less. Is there other hotels
nearby for individuals whom would need to make arrangements elsewhere?
Iowa State University - Ames
other than central iowa
Please move it
prefer conference at hotel I stay.
Sheraton can't contain many more of us. Also, food is questionable.
Someplace closer for those of us who live in the very far corners of the state Ames, Cedar Falls
Traveling to Des Moines is not a favorite for me. If you could have everything at Ames, I would very
much like that. Big cities are really tough for me to be in.
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27) Why do we have to have it in Des Moines. I would like to have it in Ames less traffic/congestion and since
the Spring Conference is held there why can't the fall conference as well. I don't like the idea of HyVee!!
28) Willing to look at other venues. Sheraton feels too small for 400+ attendees, particularly as it relates to
appropriate space for breakout sessions
29) Would it be possible to hold both conferences in Ames?
30) Would like to have fall conference in Des Moines area - don't care where
31) Would like to remain at the Sheraton if the size of our group permits it. If not then explore the possibility
of Altoona.
32) YOU COULD DO ANY OF THE ABOVE ANDI WOULDN'T MIND

18. Your suggestions for improving the learning value of the conferences are:
1) Adjourning the conference at noon on Friday for those of us who have to drive 4+ hours home would be
much appreciated. I got home at 9PM this year. We're not all from the metro area, remember. I thought
the Friday afternoon session was a total waste of time. Fun? yes. But of no value, except for the credit
hours we were given. I think more "hands on" opportunities could be considered. If we had free internet
access that we could share reports / forms, etc. and actually "work" on them while we're together?? When
the presenter shows us the forms they use with their nos., it doesn't mean much. We want to see that form
with our own nos. The IASB presentation was good information, and supposedly our board members are
going to receive a copy this week at convention & we're supposed to be ready to answer questions, but WE
have not seen the reports they are getting. Cart before the horse??
2) Breakout sessions according to school size, missed the cracker barrel. In all honesty I get more out of peer
group meetings....
3) Breakout sessions for similar sized districts On Friday, do a working lunch to get done earlier
4) Continue as you are doing now by asking members for suggestions for topics. I feel you are doing a good
job of trying to get sessions that will benefit all members.
5) Continue with the DE annual update of changing topics
6) Doing a great job...keeping up with current topics of interest and any changes to our duties are very helpful.
7) Doing the request of the sections ahead of time seemed to be a good idea. It lets you know what we are
interested in. It would be good if there are more than one session one wants to attend that maybe it could be
offered at a different time.
8) Enjoyed being able to pre-register for topic discussion group.
9) Explore a wider variety of presenters. Seems we have the same presenters all the time. Perhaps we could
get some professors from ISU School of Business or Public Administration. Something on current
management trends and techniques. Or what's brewing in governmental accounting.
10) I like what is offered currently.
11) I liked signing up ahead of time so there was to be room for those in attendance. The more interactive
presentations are the best.
12) I really like the sessions that apply to my day to day job. Sometimes I don't learn new items but it
reinforces that I am doing things correctly or why it needs to be done a certain way. Continue to offer a
wide variety of breakout sessions because not everything is pertinent to every district.
13) I really would like some of the meetings to be on specific auditing concerns. Coding/classification of
expenditures/Revenue inputs, etc. I realize this is covered during the Boot Camp but we could all use
assistance and reminders on the proper accounting procedures. Many meetings are so broad and doesn't get
into the nitty gritty of the input side. This might be more of a small school need, as larger schools have
other staff but it is definitely a concern of mine.
14) I think the conferences are well worth the time from the office.
15) I would love to have a session on payroll law. I don't feel that I this is topic that has ever really been
covered. I would love to know more about properly handling overtime, overtime when leave was taken in
the same week etc.
16) include a good mix of breakout sessions for both larger and smaller schools
17) It's OK to "hear about" technology, but the real learning happens with "hands on". I know this is hard to do
with large conferences.
18) Make sure that the microphones all work properly, that regular breaks are scheduled so people are not
getting up and exiting all the time, maybe hold more than one general session-divide us into groups to
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19)
20)
21)

22)
23)
24)

25)
26)
27)
28)
29)

accommodate the larger group and hold breakout sessions during the time that we are not in the general
session.
More breakout and general sessions on ethics
More interaction with attendees.
Newer members could use more organizational techniques, spreadsheets, check lists, calendars, etc. from
experienced members to give us a better birds eye view of the different processes. I feel very few of us
really get good on-the-job training, especially the little things the experienced members have learned by
trial and error. We are schools, yet sometimes we have the poorest training for employees.
no suggestions at this time
none
Seems that the smaller sessions provide better learning opportunities, easier to focus in on the topic being
presented. Continue to have nightly events that get every out, a lot of things are learned just by having a
discussion with peers at nightly events.
somewhere that parking is not a problem. NICE to have conference in hotel - so we can also stay there.
Starting earlier on 2nd day or go longer first day if 2nd day of meeting is going to be on a Friday.
take more frequent breaks, don't need to be long, just more of them. Every hour would be good as it is hard
to sit in uncomfortable chairs for longer than that.
THE IRS SESSIONS ARE OF LITTLE VALUE AND THE EMC SESSIONS ARE JUST A REPEAT
FROM PRIOR PRESENTATIONS.
Ways to help tie issue together with the schools to better understand the affects things might have.

19. Electronic newsletters (4 per year)
2012-2013

Highly valued (read every item)
Moderately valued (read what catches my eye)
Low value (use in the bird cage)
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

45%
53%
2%

2011-2012

46%
53%
1%

2010-2011

46%
53%
1%

2009-2010

54%
45%
1%

Comments:
Hard for me to find time to read all.
I feel like I don't have time to look at the newsletters. There's a lot of information, but as they've gotten
longer, I've read them less.
Keep it brief.
like the e mail that says it's available - or i just forget to go in and look for it.
Love getting the newsletter.
Shorten the length
Too much to process

20. Iowa ASBO web site
2012-13
Highly valued (visit at least once a week)
33%
Moderately valued (visit approximately 5-10 times a year) 61%
Low value
5%

2011-12
32%
64%
4%

2010-2011
38%
58%
4%

(only visit when that is the only place to find a form or register for conferences)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Comments:
Add telephone extension number to address directory. Use subfolders for conference materials.
Again--hard to find time unless something I specifically need to access.
Always know the web site is a great source on information.
Better organized----easier to navigate
different layout, needs to be updated Member Central defaults to board minutes page (yawn), the most widely used
page is file share If File Share could be arranged by topic instead of by date, that would be extremely helpful
Don't get rid of the member Directory....use that ALL the time!
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

file server is cumbersome
Hard to find things; I believe you are working on upgrading.
I find the Website cumbersome as when I click on something in the FIle Share and then go back it takes me to the home
page rather than back to file share. Also have problems printing from the site.
I use the file share section a lot. However, the "search" function won't even pick up a hit for something titled and I hate
having to look at ever line trying to find something. The search function is definitely something that needs to be
improved. It's almost as if it's only searching newsletters and board minutes. Rarely does it actually find something in
the file share section.
I'm in AEA 1; we have trouble viewing and using the website
Maybe include a small section where if I would need a quote, joke or comment to put in a presentation I could find one
rather than searching the internet.
Some schools in AEA 1 are still not able to access the website. I can not register on the website form my school
website. I was told it by IASBO that it is my school site and then told by my tech guy it was IASBO site. In a regional
meeting I learned others in our AEA are also unable to access from school site. This should be checked out.
the materials for the meetings as 20 some pdf's are a pain to print off or save can there be an easier way?
The search engine should be revised.
Time to read is always the biggest issue.

21. Periodic Executive Director emails
Highly valued (diligently study every item)
Moderately valued (scan for items that might apply to my job)
Low value (just more spam to delete)
Comments:

2012-2013
61%
38%
2%

•
•
•
•

Could live without hearing from Jim! ;0)
I believe if Jim is sending an email it is worth looking at.
No improvements. I appreciate the way Jim summarizes important info for us.
These are fast, easy and give a great snapshot of what's going on. Thank you!

•

Usually copies of DOE or other organizations work information.

2011-2012
56%
42%
2%

22. Preferred method of receiving information from Iowa ASBO
Periodic director mass emails
211
Newsletter
76
Downloadable information from website
45
Post items on website and then let us subscribe
15
to IASBO Twitter account to only receive
notice about posting concerning topic X
and we can go get it if it applies to our responsibilities.
•

Comments:

•
•

I do use twitter personally and do like; however, it is blocked at our school so using it as a tool for work wouldn't work
well.
I have trouble downloading info from the website
Many schools block Twitter ?

•

Not interested in Twitter.

23. For many years IASBO has scheduled two regional / ICN / webinar meetings per year
with topic presenters. The purpose is to provide professional development opportunities for
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those unable to attend the drive-in conferences and also to provide a place to develop the
all-critical professional peer support connections.

Highly valued
Moderately valued
Low value
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

2012-13
62%
30%
8%

2011-12
51%
42%
7%

2010-11
62%
33%
5%

2009-10
54%
39%
7%

Comments
Because of the SBO requirements, I think is very important to continue to offer these professional development via the
web. We need to give our members easy access to meet the SBO continuing education requirements.
Besides the valued information, I think it is nice as the regional director to not have to plan these two meetings.
Have never attended regional meeting.
Have not used
haven't attended before
I am centrally located and attendance is not a problem. Do not participate in Webinars.
I do not attend as the regional meeting usually last 1 hour when it takes me over 2 hours to drive.
I find these very valuable. It is nice to be able to talk to our peers and ask questions of current topics.
I look forward to the regional meetings. I don't always learn much from the webinar, but always learn something over
lunch!
I never attend due to the location being at least 2 hours away.
I still have to drive out of town to make these meetings and can never get away when they are scheduled. Would be
better if it was a webinar we could all get on our computers at work.
I think these are very important. There are topics brought and discussed that are important and the peer to peer smaller
meetings like this are invaluable.
I try to attend every one of them. We also have nearly monthly meetings of our region which are invaluable.
It's tough to get to these meetings for some reason
Networking is important in small group setting
Other organizations offer the same typically.
Try to make time to attend. Small district position makes it hard.
We have a group of several school business mgrs who meet in Spencer. This location is much more accessible & time
saving than the regional locations.
While I believe the regional meetings are of great value, a larger percentage of my colleagues in my region appear not
share the same opinion.

24. Based on interest indicated by the prior survey IASBO organized a social / networking
event the Thursday evening at the annual spring meeting in Ames (Perfect Games) and the
fall meeting in Des Moines (Blue Moon piano bar). Interest in and support to continue
similar activities is shown below.
2012-13
2011-12
This is a great idea and would definitely attend
20%
19%
This is a great idea but I may, or may not, attend
55%
55%
This is NOT something in which I would participate 25%
26%
Comments:
•
•

•

a play if in town, a comedy club, blues club, something fun
Activities that encourage "mixing" are best. Easy to visit with neighbors at gaming tables even though we hadn't met
before.
As a district we have cut back on the cost of hotel rooms, if it's at all possible we drive everyday, which made for some
long days.
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•

I am interested...a lot depends
on my schedule on when I arrive
at the conference. I didn't
register to casino night because I
didn't think I could get there on
time. Turns out I did get there in
time and had fun!
I don't think these have to be
real extravagant or expensive. If
there was just a place where
people could gather and network
would be great. I think the idea
of pizza, pop, hors d'oeuvres is
nice for when people just want
to gather, sit around and talk .
I prefer to relax with quiet time-shopping. I don't get to the
Des Moines area much.
Loved the Blue Moon...
Perfect Games was lots of fun!
Please continue the casino night
This fall was an absolute
BLAST!
Unfortunately, my shopping list
always seems more important.
Sorry! I do try to attend once I
am done shopping and that
seems to work.

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Would prefer to have the social
event with the Spring
Conference and not the fall
conference.

25. The 403b program administered by the State of Iowa Department of Administrative
Services has been in operation for a couple of years. The following responses were collected
in response to the effectiveness of this program.
2012-13
2011-12
It works well
94%
93%
It has created problems / challenges in my district
6%
7%
Comments:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Do not currently use it
Extra work for few employees who can afford to participate.
I appreciate their assistance in all aspects of 403b
I can’t say it's been great. But I can't say I would like to see it back in the business office either. The most problem we
have is when someone terminates and to remember to go out and update plan with ease.
I don't participate in the state 403b program.
i don't think the legislature had any business telling me or anyone else who we can or can't have our 403B with!
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7)
8)
9)
10)

11)
12)

13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)

I have not worked with it so I do not know.
I have only 3 employees that participate.
I just am not sure what I should be doing and what they are doing. Periodic trainings would be good to make sure we
are handling the items we handle correctly.
I only have 4 participants at this time. Most opt to handle their savings for retirement on their own and do not want the
school's involvement. Frankly it is not any of my business or the school's business what they do with their money. I
think the government needs to keep their nose out of the situation.
I would like plan with ease to do another webinar to explain the entire process
It has worked well so far but it scares me that I am responsible for an employee's 403b. I thought all the responsibility
was going to be on the DAS and that's why they are administering it. Also, I still have companies that have never
shown up on my reports. I don't know if the employees that have these companies are being recorded properly or not.
I have asked several times and they always say that the companies have not started doing it so it shows up on the
reports.
It is great to know that Jennifer and John have things under control!!
Leave it alone. Very cumbersome for a public school district to manage if changed.
Need more information how/when/why information is requested of us by the DAS.
not using at this time
Offer more information for new employees like a webinar they can play back that explains the program or some other
information.
One of the best values we get for our $!
Please do not suggest going back to the old system!!!!!
Provide more information on how to correct errors in the upload.
Provide new business managers with training and assistance in using planwithease.
The educational information/processes to withdraw has improved greatly. The wire transfer charge instead of ACH is
time consuming and an expense that should not be necessary. Consider including in the next bid process.
There are a lot of issues with the Plan With Ease emails. Often they have problems with start and end dates which
don't mean a thing to us.
they need to communicate better directly with our employees/retirees, etc. about how the employees can make
transfers, etc. online
Updating the "Data Validation Center" is not self-explanatory. Needs better instruction or fewer entries to complete.
Very low participation in my district. Not sure what can be done to change that.
We do not participate.
We do not use it. We have a local TPA which is working well for us.
We do not use this program.
WE DON'T HAVE THE 403B PLAN ANYMORE

31) would like to have guidance from them about how to encourage more participation
27. Additional functions / services / programs Iowa ASBO could develop to better serve the
members' professional needs.
1)
2)

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Add more ISFLC sessions for renewal credits. Their conferences are well as one session you select is focused on for 2
days instead of several cracker barrel sessions.
Although we don't know the details, the new State Insurance Exchange mandate is something we need to watch. Will
there be benefit/value in districts looking at this? We also need to watch the National discussion on Medicare and
Social Security as it could/will have a direct impact on early separation, normal separation, cost, etc...
Cannot think of a thing, you all do a great job providing us with information that is pertinent to our positions.
can't think of any at this time
CAR assistance, have a member list of retired folks that could fill in on a temp basis
Classes an SBO could take online for credit.
College-level courses
Consider Online Classes that can be taken anytime during the year. Often, personal schedules conflict and having a
option to do something at anytime would be nice.
Continue to provide us with topics that help us to effectively do our jobs.
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10) Contract revision now that we must be
a certified SBO that allows for some
protection from disgruntled employees
or community members.
11) Dedicated nonpartisan legal counsel.
12) Excel and Word Sessions (Beginning
to Advanced)
13) Find a way for other opportunities to
earn SBO credit hours such as
software training from software
providers, legal or insurance related
conferences that are not affiliated with
IASB and/or IASBO.
14) Have audit firms come in and run
workshops on topics like grant
management, construction in progress,
and year end accounting. Offer
sessions on management of personnel
for schools overseeing an office staff
and offer ideas for goals and
evaluations of those people.
15) I believe IASBO does a great job of
keeping us up to date on school issues.
I can't imagine not having our
association to rely on!
16) I directory that includes pictures of the
members would be great. I often
attend meetings and I can recognize
faces but I can't always but a name
with the face.
17) I would be interested in the possibility of joining the state health insurance plan as well. The state has done a great job
of administering the 403b plans-maybe we could look at other benefit pooling. Not sure how the new health care
reforms would play into the mix. I think it was IASBO that helped get the state involved with the 403b process?
18) I would like to explore a way to get SBO's to help fill-in at school districts when there is a long-term need (such a
maternity leave, surgeries, illnesses, etc).
19) In keeping up with the current events/changes, I appreciate getting an e-mail. It's a great reminder and keeps us on top
of everything.
20) It would be nice if the name tags had the school printed in large letters
21) more hands on tech
22) none
23) Opportunities for people to pick up credit in regional settings.
24) PIER NETWORKING SHOULD BE PROMOTED AND MAYBE PIER REVIEW
25) Refreshers on the basics are always helpful.
26) Stay on top of major issues.
27) This may already exist, but now that the Business Managers are required to have a certain number of annual credits to
keep up their status it would be nice if ASBO provided a spreadsheet with up to date info on the number of credits a
person has accumulated.
28) We always see or hear about certain items, I miss the computer lab exercises and really getting hands down. Share
negotiation thoughts ideas on spreadsheets. Actually be working on a spreadsheet and getting an answer like...how do I
do this or that...
29) We have a leadership summit of IASBO leaders, but perhaps an event to encourage / groom new leaders and help them
take a more active role in IASBO.
30) webinars
31) You're doing great!
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28. Future program topics (general session or breakout session) that would benefit
members of IASBO are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)

22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)
33)
34)

Accounting principles and practices specific to governmental entities; the legal purpose of the budget and how the
budget affects the accounting process.
Affordable Health Care Act information
anything that is current or going to happen in our field
As stated in our last survey, there are topics I was unable to attend this fall and would love the opportunity to attend at
some point and time.
AT RISK AND MAGDOP
Auditing topics Year end accounting Grant submission and administration A session on Iowa Construction Grants
and Fire Marshal grants (Gary Swartz)
budgeting (working "line-item" budget) methods, continue sessions on technology (I love that I learned about
"Dropbox" at an IASBO presentation).
Certified Enrollment E-rate Accounting Software Instruction and Tips (DataTeam, Software Unlimited, Etc)
Data security-you here more and more about computer systems being hacked into. Anything that we can do to prevent
would be of interest to me-I did go to the EMC session in October and that was interesting.
Ethics, Internal Control, Someone from the SBRC to review its changes in recent years (to a more conservative
position and why would be good!)
General ledger software used by districts
Health care law changes. When can we expect to conform and what do we do about it? Also, W-2 Reporting. . .What
is changing?
health care law updates, hourly wage/overtime information again
How Branstad proposal affects schools regarding teacher plan. Minimum teacher salary.
How to further refine and define the SBO for a school district. Have multiple degrees and experience but have now the
added burden of completing and maintaining another expectation for license. Frustrating and not appreciated.
I like what is offered now. Leg. updates are always good.
I thought the IRS presenters have been good and any suggestions they can offer are helpful.
I would be interested in sessions on developing/refining line item budgets and what other districts prepare for monthly
reports for their board. I am also interested in hearing more about the financial tool PCM offers through the SBA.
Info on Short-Term Contracts - when they are needed. Discussion on Schedule C employees. And also 1099's and
when W-9s are needed.
Information regarding collecting unpaid funds - NSF checks, registration, etc.
Internal Controls, Fraud Prevention, More examples of proper controls for small schools, At-Risk Funding, Line-Item
budgets, Budgets are for wimps - Sign up Mike Hamilton to present. Maybe a Software unlimited person for budget
entry, import/export. More Excel would be great. Pivot Tables, VLookups. Get Jeff from Washington on this.
Legal responsibilities of credit card merchant processors Affordable Healthcare Act
Legislation
Mandatory bargaining for retirement - Jim Hanks Refresher course for property tax break downs Medicaid
More basic tasks that each school can relate to. Example: best practices for processing payroll, time clock usage,
absence tracking, sub teacher coding
More IRS compliance issues.
Negotiations and a detailed look at calculating increases in the salary schedule. Ways to improve the process and make
easily understandable for everyone at the table.
new health insurance mandates due to health care reform legislation
Payroll, overtime. HEALTH CARE REFORM!!!!!!
Pcards for dummies
PERB Rulings on Expanded Mandatory Subjects of Bargaining Health Care Reform Requirements
Really liked the stress session, need more of these.
See if we can get some of our legislatures to attend the Spring conference so they can hear about school issues that give
us problems.
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35) Special Ed Sessions
36) Special Education
37) State insurance exchange, Social
Security changes, IPERS changes,
Online purchasing and
dealing/working with technology
companies such as Apple..(they are
not really education friendly as it
pertains to managing purchasing
accts., etc.)
38) State Wide Voluntary Preschool
Program - funding, contracts and
arrangements with private providers.
39) Tips on public speaking. A sample
template or a list of what to include
when you are to do a presentation
such as: present budget, Certified
Annual Report, Special Ed report,
etc. when presenting to the board. I
use the one explaining different
parts of the audit that I downloaded
from IASBO each year.
40) Topic - How to approach the board
for an increase in pay since the
passage of the SBO authorization.
41) What I can do to help my audit go
smoothly. Working in a small
office, with other secretaries...it's
often hard for me to change their
ways. Assistance in improving
workplace efficiency while
maintaining co-workers that still
like me would be great :)
42) Workers Comp payouts for
employees....we all do this
differently.
43) Workman’s Comp, someone from
Iowa workforce to present. Back to basics classes, larry sigel is great at explaining processes in plain english.
44) Would like to see more sessions based on the Accounting end of things. We are often not away of the changes the DE
is making to the account numbers until CAR time when they error out.

45) You do an excellent job of selecting topics.

29. Even though the SBO Renewal Credit process is in development and there are no
programs in place until next year, the following resources are likely to be attended to earn
the necessary credits:
IASBO fall & spring conferences
223
Iowa School Business Management May Academy
207
ISFLIC
130
Comments
1) Anything online would be great, also. It is hard to be gone from this position very often.
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2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Anything at will offer the proper credits.
ASBO National Conference-Please consider credit
Association of Government Accountants
Does not matter to me as I am unable to have one due to my current employment status.
I have attended these in the past and will continue. I don't feel it is all about just getting
credits, it is more about professional development and keeping up with all the regulations
and changes in school finance.
7) IASB conferences; other IASBO i.e. Activity Fund
8) IASBO special topic seminars (construction, activities, etc.)
9) IASBO webinars
10) Most value for other work assignments in current job description.
11) NA
12) not the SBO
13) online webinars
14) Other IASB conferences
15) Other ISABO & IASB workshops
16) Regional Conference meetings
17) Regional IASBO
18) regional meetings???
19) The ISFLIC courses are wonderful. Maybe consider working an IABO convention that is
similar. All day on one in depth topic instead of tiptoing around 10 other topics.
20) What about ASBO National Conv or Leadership Conference

30. My level of understanding about the contact hour requirements for maintaining my
authorization
Am still unsure of what is required
2%
Somewhat aware of what is needed
34%
Well aware after reading items in the newsletter, website and at the fall conference 64%
Comments:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Always good to keep this in the forefront of all that is published/pushed out to membership
I hear a lot of confusion. People are not reading the requirements and understanding.
I heard that there is an ethics course that we need to take?
Just when I think I have the answers, I hear that my understanding is not correct!!
NA
not the SBO
please keep us updated if the rules change
Please summarize and remind us annually in some manner
There was talk at lunch that we are required to have 15 credit hours by Jan 1, 2013 - I haven't seen any
clarifications on that discussion.
10) Totally 'out of line' and not thought out well.
11) Will we get certificates for our attendance? How do we prove we have the contact hours? Those are the sort
of questions I still have.
12) you've done a good job! Keep putting the listing/accredited classes etc in the newsletters.
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31. SBO renewal credits will be expected to relate to the categories indicated below. Please
indicate which two categories are of most interest to you for your professional growth.
1) Accounting (GAAP) concepts: fund accounting, acct codes, Uniform Financial
Accounting
52%
2) Accounting cycles: budgets, payroll/benefits, purchasing/inventory, cash, receipts,
disbursements, financial reporting, investments
51%
3) Technology: management of accounting systems, proficiency in understanding and use of
systems technology and related programs
21%
4) Regulatory: Uniform Administrative Procedures Manual, school policies and procedures,
administrative procedures, public records law, records management, school law,
employment law, construction and bidding law
62%
5) Personal skills: effective communication and interpersonal skills, ethical conduct,
information management, ability to analyze and evaluate, ability to recognize and
safeguard confidential 0information, and accurate and timely performance."
19%

32. What financial accounting software is used in your district? - 219 districts & AEAs
reporting
2012-2013
2011-2012
2010-2011
2009-2010
DataTeam / Harris
16%
20%
23%
Software Unlimited
67%
58%
59%
Grant Wood
11%
13%
12%
Pentamation
1%
1%
1%
Alio
1%
Sungard BiTech
2%
CIMS / Infinite Visions
2%

33. District Listing of those using the software identified above – district names are listed
for sharing of ideas, successes, challenges, etc. (not all districts reported)
Data Team / Harris
Adair‐Casey
Bedford CSD
Bellevue CSD
Bennett
Central Lee Comm. School
Dist.
Central Springs
Clarion‐Goldfield
Clarksville CSD
CLAY CENTRAL EVERLY
SCHOOL
Columbus CSD

Danville
Danville
Davis County CSD
East Buchanan
Gilmore City‐Bradgate CSD
Hubbard‐Radcliffe CSD
Humboldt and Twin Rivers
Humboldt CSd
Lenox
Louisa‐Muscatine CSD
Nevada
Newell‐Fonda
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Northeast Hamilton
Northwood‐Kensett
Odebolt‐Arthur CSD
Saydel
Southeast Webster‐Grand CSD
Starmont
Sumner
Turkey Valley CSD
Van Buren CSD
WACO
WEST FORK CSD
Winfield Mt. Union

Alburnett
Alden CSD
Atlantic CSD
Ballard
Battle Creek Ida Grove
Baxter CSD
Boyer Valley
Brooklyn‐Guernsey‐Malcom
Community School District
Burlington
CAL
Calamus Wheatland
CAM
Camanche CSD
Cardinal CSD
Carlisle
Carroll
Cedar Falls
Central‐Clinton
Charles City CSD
Clarinda
Clayton Ridge
Clear Creek Amana
Colo‐NESCO
Corning CSD
DC‐G
Decorah
Delwood CSD
Denison
Dike‐New Hartford &
Aplington‐Parkersburg
Dunkerton Schools
Durant CSD
Earlham
Earlham CSD
East Marshall CSD
East Mills
Eastern Allamakee CSD
Eddyville‐Blakesburg‐Fremont
Eldora‐New Providence
Exira‐EHK
Fairfield CSD
Farragut and Hamburg
Forest City Community
Fort Dodge Community School
District
Galval Holstein
Glenwood
Graettinger‐Terril
Great Prairie AEA

Software Unlimited
Grundy Center
HARLAN COMMUNITY
SCHOOL DISTRICT
Hinton CSD
Indianola CSD
Interstate 35
Iowa City
Jesup
Kingsley‐Pierson
Lamoni
Laurens‐Marathon CSD
Lawton‐Bronson CSD
Le Mars Community
Lewis Central
Lynnville‐Sully CSD
Manson Northwest WebsterCSD
Maple Valley ‐ Anthon Oto
Maquoketa CSD
Marshalltown
Midland CSD
Mid‐Prairie
Missouri Valley
Moravia
Mount Vernon
MT. PLEASANT CSD
New Hampton Community
School District
Newton
Newton
Nodaway Valley
North Fayette
North Iowa Community School
North Polk
North Scott
North Tama
Norwalk
Oelwein
OGDEN
OKOBOJI CSD
Osage
Oskaloosa
PCM
Pekin Community School
Pella
Perry Community
Pleasant Valley
Pocahontas Area CSD
Postville
Preston
Red Oak and Stanton Districts
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Riceville
Rockwell City‐Lytton
Schaller‐Crestland
SCHLESWIG COMMUNITY
SCHOOL
Sergeant Bluff ‐ Luton CSD
SIOUX CENTER COMMUNITY
SCHOOLS
Sioux Central
Software Unlimited
Software Unlimited
South O'Brien
Southeast Warren
Southern Cal
SPIRIT LAKE
St. Ansgar CSD
Storm Lake
Stratford School
Tipton
Tri‐Center Community Schools
Tripoli
Underwood
Union Community School
Van Meter School
Villisca CSD
Washington
Wayne CSD
Webster City
West Branch
West Central CSD
West Central Valley
West Hancock
West Harrison
West Liberty CSD
West Marshall
Western Dubuque
Western Dubuque
Westwood
Whiting Community
Winterset
Woodbury Central

Grant Wood
Algona
Allamakee
Ames Community School
District
Cedar Rapids
COLLEGE
Coon Rapids‐Bayard
English Valleys
Gladbrook‐Reinbeck CSD

Grant Wood AEA
Highland Community
Howard‐Winneshiek
Lisbon School District
Monticello
Olin Consolidated School
Roland‐Story CSD
Ruthven‐Ayrshire
Sibley‐Ocheyedan

Miscellaneous
Alio
Waterloo, Urbandale, MBAEA
cims
Dubuque (moving to Infinite Visions)
IFAS - Sungard
Des Moines, Davenport, AEA11, West DM
Infinite Visions
Waukee, LinnMar
Pentamation
Ankeny, Sioux City
34. Web-pay vendors used 2012-2013
PaySchools
RevTrak
Others used by 1-2 districts each:

101
37

districts
districts

Authorize Net
Cashless Schools KEV (Activity Fund)
eFunds for Schools
eTrition
Infinite Campus
In Touch
Meal Pay Plus
My Lunch Money
Pay Pal
Tuchbase
vanco

35. Nutrition management programs used 2011-2012
Districts
JMC
88
School Dining System (SDS) 41
Infinite Campus
23
Power School
20
Wordware
2
Harris
7
NutriKids
16
WinSnap
11
Cybersoft
2
Numerous services mentioned by only 1 district
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Solon
Spencer
SPRINGVILLE CSD
West Delaware

36. Check all items where you are willing to volunteer to serve: (if you check any items
please send an email to the executive director at www.iowaasbo@gmail.com indicating
your area of interest) The data has been forwarded to the Professional Development
Coordinator, Mentor Coordinator, and Regional Directors for the applicable categories.
Professional Growth Committee (directs Academy Curriculum)
Bobek
Claudia Wood
Darla Hetzel
Jackie Black
Janice Rea

Julie McClintic
Julie McWhirter
Karla Hogan
Kate Baldwin
Laura Morine

Linda Edwards
Megan Hauswirth
Robyn Nolting
Trudy Pedersen

David Nicholson
Gayle Isaac
Julie Dickey

Mona Buns
Rhonda McKenzie
Shona Klingensmith

Serve as a Regional Director
Kate Baldwin
Bob
Brian Schaeffer

Serve on the IASBO Board of Directors
Laura Morine
Robyn Nolting

Carol Collins
Dennis Gourley
Doug Nefzger

Lisa Waddell
Shirley Lundgren

Present at Fall / Spring conference general session
Doug Nefzger
Chris Stensland
Deb Schroeder
Joe Hintze

Karron Stineman
Marsha Tangen
Mike Clingingsmith
Steve Graham

Present at Fall / Spring break-out session
Deb Schroeder
Joe Hintze
Karron Stineman
Marsha Tangen
Mike Clingingsmith
Steve Graham
Claudia Wood

Jackie Black
Karla Hogan
Darcy Moeller
ED CHABAL
Kevin Posekany
Kurt Subra
Lora Appenzeller Miller

Michelle Wearmouth
Rebecca McCreary
Shonna Trudo

Present at Regional webinar session
Deb Schroeder
Joe Hintze
Karron Stineman

Marsha Tangen
Steve Graham
Kevin Posekany

Host a breakout session
Deb Schroeder
Joe Hintze
Karron Stineman
Marsha Tangen
Steve Graham
Kevin Posekany
Mike Clingingsmith
Claudia Wood
Jackie Black
Karla Hogan
Darcy Moeller
ED CHABAL

Lora Appenzeller Miller
Michelle Wearmouth
Rebecca McCreary
Shonna Trudo
Doug Nefzger
Chris Stensland
Laura Morine
Robyn Nolting
Dennis Gourley
Brian Schaeffer
Gayle Isaac
Mona Buns
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Darla Hetzel
Julie McClintic
Linda Edwards
Trudy Pedersen
Barb Harms
BRIAN GUBBELS
Cammy Leners
Candi Holm
Chad Vink
Cindy McAleer
Cindy Steege
Denise L Larson

Donna Gregory
Gene Lawson
Jennifer Jamison
Joan Loew
Kathy A. Leonard
Lisa Groth

Lori Robertson
Marcia Johnson
Penny Medinger
Rox Aude
Sandy Downing
Shelly Clifford

Sherry Luskey
Tim Bloom

Dennis Gourley
Bob ?
Brian Schaeffer
Gayle Isaac
Mona Buns
Trudy Pedersen
Cammy Leners
Candi Holm
Cindy McAleer
Denise L Larson
Donna Gregory

Joan Loew
Lori Robertson
Marcia Johnson
Penny Medinger
Sandy Downing
Kurt Subra
Carol Collins
Shirley Lundgren
Rhonda McKenzie
Janice Rea

Mentor a new business official
Deb Schroeder
Joe Hintze
Karron Stineman
Kevin Posekany
Jackie Black
Karla Hogan
Already serving on the
Board and as regional
director
ED CHABAL
Robyn Nolting

Number of Iowa ASBO members responding to any of the above -85
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“Bullying” Can you be a positive influence?
Web bullying is a recurring theme in our current times with some Iowa students committing suicide as a
result of the terrible experience. The following story, copied off the internet, is an example of a woman who
did not allow herself to be threatened or intimidated by on-line abuse. We should be challenged to have
our web-bullied / harassed students develop such self confidence.
Sikh Woman, Balpreet Kaur, Turns Cyber Bullying Incident into Inspiration
Teaching our Kids Tolerance
After someone snapped a photo of her and posted it on online, Balpreet Kaur was ridiculed for following the
tenants of her Sikh faith. But instead of hiding or lashing out, she politely posted a reply—and turned a
bullying situation into an inspiring example of tolerance, support, and inspiration.
The photo was taken apparently without Kaur's knowledge while she was waiting in line at the Ohio State
University Library. In the photo, Kaur's hair is hidden by a large, black turban. She's wearing a T-shirt and
yoga pants, glasses, and is looking down at her cell phone; her sparse facial hair is clearly visible. A Reddit
user posted it to the "Funny" forum with the quip, "I'm not sure what to conclude from this."
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Comments started pouring in, making fun
of her appearance, asking if she was
transgendered, and taking her to task for
not plucking, waxing, or shaving.
After a friend told her about the thread,
Kaur decided to respond to the taunts
herself—and take the opportunity to
educate people at the same time.
"Hey, guys. This is Balpreet Kaur, the girl
from the picture," she wrote. "I'm not
embarrassed or even humiliated by the
attention [negative and positive] that this
picture is getting, because it's who I am."
As a baptized Sikh woman, Kaur—who is
from Ohio—said that she is forbidden from altering her body, as it is considered a sacred gift from God.
"The overarching principal is this body is a tool for service," she explained. "We have to maintain and take
care of it while cherishing its original form." That means that going to the hospital and taking medicine is
fine, because one should be healthy in order to be of service to others. But cutting one's hair or removing
one's facial hair is forbidden, even if societal norms dictate otherwise.
"My hair doesn't stop me from being normal or doing service so its not a hindrance," she said in a later post.
"I've been to the doctor regarding this and it's just a side effect of my hormone levels during my teenage
years. The hormones have returned to normal, but the hair is still there. That's fine :) I don't regret anything,
nor do I view it as an unfortunate thing."
Sikhism was founded in the Punjab region of India in the 15th century; there are approximately 30 million
Sikhs in the world. Followers believe in the equality of all human beings and in a single, infinitely powerful,
omnipresent, genderless God. Instead of heaven or hell, the religion promotes salvation through a spiritual
union with God; ego, anger, greed, attachment, and lust are considered the Five Evils. Sikhs do not believe
in recruiting converts, though they welcome those who wish to join their faith. Once baptized or formally
initiated into the faith, they vow to wear five religious symbols at all times, one of which is leaving their body
hair uncut.
"Yes, I'm a baptized Sikh woman with facial hair. Yes, I realize that my gender is often confused and I look
different than most women," wrote Kaur, who is the president of the Ohio State University's Sikh Student
Association. "My attitude and thoughts and actions have more value in them than my body… by not
focusing on the physical beauty, I have time to cultivate those inner virtues and hopefully, focus my life on
creating change and progress for this world in any way I can."
Her words quickly inspired readers on Reddit and elsewhere to reevaluate their reactions. A cross-post on
the Facebook page for Kaurista garnered more than 6,750 likes and more than 850 comments.
"I know that I don't have the courage to live that purely," Shannon Dolce commented on Facebook. "I am
inspired to live MORE true to how my creator sees me, though."
"I think we can agree that even the non-religious can benefit from taking a page from your book -- thank
you," wrote a Redditor named "anothertimearound".
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"You are awesome. If your faith has made you this well-adjusted and positive and secure in your own skin,
and focused on the things in life that truly matter, then I am glad that there are Sikhs in this world." Reddit
reader "Anna Mosity" wrote. "The world could use more people like you."
A few days later, the Reddit user who posted the picture started a new thread to apologize to Kaur.
"I felt the need to apologize to the Sikhs, Balpreet, and anyone else I offended when I posted that picture,"
the Redditor wrote. "Put simply it was stupid. Making fun of people is funny to some but incredibly degrading
to the people you're making fun of. It was an incredibly rude, judgmental, and ignorant thing to post."
"I've read more about the Sikh faith and it was actually really interesting. It makes a whole lot of sense to
work on having a legacy and not worrying about what you look like. I made that post for stupid internet
points and I was ignorant." he continued. "Balpreet, I'm sorry for being a closed minded individual. You are a
much better person than I am. Sikhs, I'm sorry for insulting your culture and way of life. Balpreet's faith in
what she believes is astounding."
Kaur says that she's happy
to spend time explaining her
religion and her appearance
to people. "I do not think
explaining myself and the
way I am is a waste of
energy because storytelling
in itself is a way to fight the
apathy in this world," she
explained in a follow-up
post on Thursday. "By
simple interactions like this,
we can better understand
each other and make this
world more open and loving
even if it is just one person
or many."
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Six Steps to Getting More Done
....Let's face it: Despite all of the positives associated with today's rapidly changing business environment,
technology can also cause distractions and put a strain on our productivity. You answer 10 emails only to have
20 more in your inbox. You are expected to be available 24/7. You have to schedule conference calls with
people across the globe. You are tempted to text and email during meetings.
Whatever your personal distractions may be, following these six simple steps should help you
to increase personal productivity and job performance.
1. Do the Worst First
Whenever possible, we like to get up early, sometimes before others are even awake (especially Bill), and knock out the
most important (or most arduous) tasks of the day before the phone calls and emails start rolling in. This can be the
most productive part of the day, and it feels great to have your most time-consuming or undesirable task completed first
thing. If you are not a morning person, then identify your personal peak time in which you are able to fully dedicate
yourself to your highest-priority task.
2. Break Projects Into Chunks
It's easy to get overwhelmed with large, ongoing projects. A good trick is to consistently chip away at the project to
avoid procrastinating and finding yourself in a bind. By taking one large project and separating it into individual miniprojects with individual deadlines, you can achieve small wins each day to keep yourself motivated and on track.
3. Pay Attention
We've all had that moment in a meeting where we are asked a question only to realize we weren't fully paying attention.
Put down your phone and shut off
your laptop during conference calls or meetings. Don't just go through the motions; nothing is worth doing unless you
are fully engaged. We understand it might be difficult to disconnect, but give it a shot. Trust us--you will be amazed at
how much more you get out of meetings by giving them your full attention.

4. The Inbox Can Wait
Responsiveness is critical for professionals at all levels. However, don't let the influx of emails distract you from getting
your work done. Designate communication-free times in which you dedicate 60 to 90 minutes to real work. If you are a
manager, it is also helpful to set the tone at the top by not expecting others to be available 24/7.
5. Write Everything Down
Any time an idea or to-do pops into your head, immediately write it down. This isn't rocket science, but we often have
so much on our plates or so many back-to-back meetings that we can forget critical thoughts and ideas we have
throughout the day.
6. Take Breaks
An often overlooked pillar of productivity is to make time for yourself to do something you truly enjoy. Whether it be
reading work-related articles (IASBO newsletter a page a day), taking an exercise class, or leaving a little early to eat
dinner with your family, it is important to take the time to refuel and recharge so you are ready to attack your to-do list
again tomorrow.
The most important part of this process is finding a system that works for you and sticking to it. And always remember
to fully engage in whatever it is you are doing, whether it be a project, a client meeting, or even vacation.
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Sales Tax: REVENUE
PURPOSE STATEMENT
When the Iowa Legislature repealed the
prior county-by-county “local option” sales tax
for schools and replaced that with the statewide
tax as of July 1, 2008 every school in Iowa
became required to again hold an election to
implement a Revenue Purpose Statement
(RPS). The RPS that you had initially put in
place (and that some of you voted prior to July
2008 to extend) only gives your school board
the authority to spend the penny revenues
through what would have been the expiration of
the old “county” tax. For some districts that
means the original authority had varying dates
of expiration based upon different counties in
which the district’s boundaries overlap. The
new election requirement is different from the
prior RPS that districts had in place in that the
election is now a district-specific election
instead of a county-wide election. Having this
issue approved by your voters since July 2008
will give your board the authority to spend the
tax [including borrowing from it, if needed,
assuming the RPS language you choose
covers this] on any legal purpose through the
life of the tax without a specific expiration;
although the tax currently sunsets December
31, 2029.
Once you complete the election your board
has the authority to continue spending the tax
on any purpose described in your RPS through
the life of the tax. For most schools that is very broad language that covers any use of the tax within the law. IF
YOU DO NOT HOLD THIS ELECTION, OR THE VOTERS DO NOT APPROVE IT WHEN YOU DO PUT IT
BEFORE THEM…your board will lose their authority to use the penny receipts after the prior county expiration
date(s) for any purpose before first using the tax proceeds to COMPLETELY ELIMINATE your Debt Service Levy,
Board PPEL, Voted PPEL and PERL levies. In most districts, once the penny receipts have been used to pay the
entire Debt Service, PPEL and PERL levies annually, there won’t be much of a balance remaining to fund other
school infrastructure projects. Having the RPS extension election is important to assuring your school district’s
continued authority to spend SILO/SAVE revenues for the purposes the board chooses; otherwise, the statute
requires that the SILO/SAVE revenues be used for mandated property tax reduction first.
Your location is relevant. If you are one of the many districts that have land in multiple counties, you must look
to each county’s expiration date for guidance as to when the RPS expires; arguably, the first county’s expiration
will drive your need to re-vote the tax, even if you have very few students in that expiring county. Remember that
the statute requires that the SILO/SAVE tax be used to reduce property taxes as noted above, unless a valid RPS
is in place that specifies an alternate use. If one county has expired, then the district would have to set aside that
county’s portion of the receipts for the property tax relief noted above. If you want to borrow against the
SILO/SAVE tax, then your requirement to use one or more of your counties revenues for tax reduction would take
precedence above your ability to borrow against those funds. This would reduce the amount you can borrow or
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require any bonds that you do issue to be treated as subordinate to the tax reduction requirement and would likely
hinder the ability to sell the bonds at truly “market” interest rates, if at all. As a practical reality, the first expiring
county is the date that you should be concerning yourself with, regardless of enrollment in that county, for
purpose of planning future elections.
Timing is critical. You can hold this election at any of the four annually permitted dates. You need 50% + 1
approval for the RPS to pass. You may think you’ll wait to hold this election at a regular school board election
date so as to avoid any special election costs, but before you make that determination you should consider the
current expiration date(s) of your prior county RPS and your need, if any, to borrow against the tax prior to the
next scheduled school board election date. It may be the case that you should hold the election at your earliest
convenience so as to secure the voters approval and your boards’ authority. There is an argument by some
involved in this process that, once the RPS has expired, a re-vote at a later date will NOT allow the use of the
SILO/SAVE revenues for school infrastructure purposes until they have first been used for property tax relief
noted herein, regardless of the language in the RPS ballot.
If you have questions about this feel free to contact any one of the Piper Jaffray reps below or your district’s bond
attorney.
Matthew Gillaspie
Travis Squires
Tim Oswald

515-247-2353
515-247-2354
515-247-2358

matthew.r.gillaspie@pjc.com
travis.r.squires@pjc.com
timothy.j.oswald@pjc.com
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It’s Friday and you need to be productive, but don’t
want to tackle the smoldering stack on the right
corner of your desk, or create a nightmare for
someone else at the end of the week (per cartoon at right).
The following can make you more productive, plus it
can make you the tech expert in the office (at least for
today).

A few secret mouse tricks you may not have heard of….
Click Tricks
You surely know that double clicking highlights a word, and you might even know that triple
clicking highlights a paragraph. But have you ever wanted to select a column of text in a Word
document, without getting all the text to the left and right of it? Here's how you can: Hold
down the
alt and
left mouse
button (on
a Mac,
option-left
mouse),
and drag
the cursor
over the
section
you want
to select.
The
coolest
thing
about this
trick is
that the
text you
are
selecting
does not even need to be formatted as a column for this to work.
Scroll Tricks
Most mice have a scroll wheel. Sure, it takes you up and down on a page, but in combination with
other keys, it can do much more:

Scroll sideways: In many versions of Excel, holding down the shift key while scrolling will take
you sideways. That's super helpful in a big spreadsheet.
Scroll wheel as back button: In most web browsers, if you hold the shift key while using the
scroll wheel, it works like the back button: You can fly through all the sites you've recently
visited. (Some mice have side buttons that work like back and forward buttons in your browser,
too.)
Scroll to zoom: Holding ctrl and scrolling lets you zoom in or out of the page you're viewing.
Ctrl-scroll up zooms you in; ctrl-scroll down zooms you back out. On a Mac, this trick will zoom in
and out your whole screen, not just the document you're in.
Windows-Specific Tricks
While most of the tricks listed so far work in either Windows or Mac OS, here are a few that
are specific to Windows machines:
To maximize a window: drag the title bar to the top.
To minimize all windows except the active window: "Shake" the title bar. Then if you want to
restore all the windows you just minimized with this shortcut, just click again on the title bar of
the window in view.
To view two windows in a 50-50 split: Drag the title bar of one document to the left edge of
your screen, then drag a second document to the right edge; they will/may snap into position in
a nifty side-by-side view.
Bonus Trick
Suppose you want to walk away from your hyper-secure work computer for a few minutes and
not have to re-log in when you get back. Sure, you could change the sleep settings, but this idea
is much more clever: Set your mouse on top of your analog watch or a clock. The sensor on the
bottom of the mouse tracks the second hand's movement and it tricks your computer into
thinking you're still busy working. Of course, there are valid security reasons for NOT using
this trick, but it's cool that it works.

Microsoft Word shortcuts:

Love it or hate it, practically everyone uses it. Most of us have been using it so long, we thought
we knew everything about it. But here are some super helpful shortcuts — hidden tricks and
timesavers that make Microsoft Word easier and faster.
One caveat for these tips: different versions of Word may have different commands, so some
of these may not work in your version. That said, here are eight shortcuts:
1. Double Click And Drag
If you're like most people, when you want to move a section of text from one place to another,
you use Control-C to copy and Control-V to paste. That's fine. It works. But there's a faster

way: Double click or highlight what you want to move, then simply drag what you've highlighted
to where you want it to land.
2. Double Underline
You know you can affect text by hitting Control-B to make it bold or Control-U to underline. But
if one line of underlining just isn't emphatic enough, Control-Shift-D will double underline. (On a
Mac, use Command-Shift-D.)
If that doesn't make your point, you may have to go to ALL CAPS, and the shortcut for that is…
3. Change CaseChange Case button
Instead of retyping everything to change from lower case to Title Case or to UPPERCASE, just
highlight the text you want to change, click the case button, and then choose which case you
want.
4. Adding Buttons to Your Toolbar
Suppose you just tried using shortcut #3, but the case button isn't on your toolbar, no worries;
you can add it (and almost any other command). Go to View, Toolbars, Customize Toolbars,
Commands, then scroll to find the command you want — and drag it to where on the toolbar you
want it.
5. Add the Date
How many times a day do you type the date? If you do it even once, that's too much. Next time,
just hit Alt-Shift-D (or Control-Shift -D on a Mac) to add the date automatically.
6. Quick Parts
This next tip builds on what the Autotext function in older versions of Word: If you have a
certain paragraph of text you regularly need to add to a document — like a boilerplate
disclaimer, or maybe directions to your office — turn it into a Quick Part.
Here's how: Quick Parts
Highlight the text you regularly use
Click the insert tab
Hit Quick Parts, and choose "Save Selection To The Quick Part Gallery"
Now any time you want to insert that chunk of text into a document, either a new one or and old
one you're editing, just hit that Quick Parts button. Just one more click will select which saved
Quick Part to insert. This trick will even work as a shortcut for adding a logo or letterhead.
7. Conform Fonts
This one can drive you crazy: You copy and paste some bit of text from another document or
from the Web, and then have to click all over the place to get the font size and style to match

the surrounding text of the existing document. No longer. Here's all you need to do: Highlight
the non-conforming text, then hit Control-Spacebar. Done.
8. Customize Quick Access Toolbar
There is one way to get your most commonly used commands in the same place- that's to
customize the Quick Access Toolbar. It's like the center drawer in your desk that has all the
stuff you use most in one easy-to-access place. No organization, just (as the name implies) quick
access. So take the things you like most and add them to the Quick Access toolbar. Click the
little down arrow tab to get to the Customize Quick Access Toolbar drop down menu:
Hit "more commands" and add whatever you use most. You can also position this toolbar below
the ribbon if you prefer it to be closer to your document text.

Building Community Consensus - Financial School
Construction in a Down Economy
Susan Norton, CIO and Dr. Lisa Morstad, CFO,
Fayettevile Public Schools, Fayetteville, Arkansas
Reported by Jan Miller-Hook report on ASBO Intl session.

This session highlighted the failing of a first campaign, what was done to overcome the failure, creative
financial strategies used by this district, how the district engaged the community, and the two tiered approach
used by the district after the failure of the election.
The District’s first election was after three years of public debate and a community engagement process that
included issues such as moving the 9th grade from junior high to the new high school, one or two high school
district, and the location of a new high school.
After the election failed (63% to 37%), the District surveyed the over 10,000 voters that had voted and asked if
they voted for or against the millage. They were then asked to rank the three reasons (1 being the highest) that
impacted their decision:
Cost of plan
current economic climate
Location
One high school instead of two
Addition of 9th grade
Building new instead of renovating
Trust in school system
Small learning communities
Impact on property taxes
Construction on campus
Quality of current faculty
The survey results showed 39% voted against it because of cost, 22% voted against because of impact on
property taxes as well as another 22% because of the one high school instead of two issue, 11% voted no
because of the economic climate, and another 6% for other reasons. (About half responded to the survey).
One year later, the district approached the election again with a strong messaging strategy in s short six week
window through a two-tiered approach. This two-tiered approach recognizes the vested voter as being a
registered voter with children that will directly benefit from the solution at some point in their education or
registered district employees living in the district. Non-vested voters would be everyone else.

In addition to the vested and non-vested voter basis, there is also the 20-80-20 rule which shows:
20% of the voters will ALWAYS support education no matter what
60% of the voters need to be the focus and for them, clear and concise information must be provided
20% of the voters will NEVER support a tax increase for education or anything else no matter what

With the above in mind, the district set out on a fact based effort to get out the yes vote and to not awaken the
no vote. This was accomplished by including no opinions-just the facts, targeted messaging delivered by the
district leadership on a regularly scheduled basis like clockwork, no news media, no yard signs, no voter polls.
The following distribution channels for message of the week were set up:
Register to vote forms at all school sites and Go Vote stickers for parents and staff
Information only flyers sent home with student Monday folders
Internet updates of all messages (Facebook, Blog and Fayetteville High School Transformation Website
that contained renderings of the new school and FAQ)
6 foot posters at every school site showing design features and messages
Mailers/postcards sent to know supporters list (Foundation and others, but not sent to teachers/staff)
Discussions at school parent meetings
School drop-off pickup lines-handouts of message of the week
There was a clear message by the Supt to principals and teachers with an expectation they get 80% of the
parents to vote.
The Community Yes Committee:
Community leader selected to head
Yes! Committee
Board Members each identified two
people to serve
Committee met weekly to discuss
ears to the ground issues and inform
the messaging being designed by the
administration
Raised money for Vote Yes! Flyers
and stickers
Assigned Facebook managers to
monitor Yes! Committee page
Phone calls to supporters to get out
the vote
The district was successful the second go
round and was able to increase their tax rate
by 2.75 by a margin of 55% to 45%.

Please welcome these IASBO Associate members for 2012-13
When your district is in need of services or products these vendors provide be sure
to contact them for pricing and service.
TITANIUM LEVEL PARTNER $10,000

Kim Pugliese – Quinn Morrow
8435 Georgetown Rd., Suite 1100
Indianapolis, IN 46260
Kimberly.pugliese@af.group.com
800.638.4268

GOLD LEVEL PARTNERS $5,000
Horace Mann
Cindy Dornbush
10612 Monroe St, #1
Omaha NE 68127
www.horacemann.com
Email: cindy.dornbush@horacemann.com
Phone: 402-680-9382

National Insurance Services
Steve Ott
9202 West Dodge Road, Suite 302
Omaha, NE 68114
Email: sott@nisbenefits.com
Phone: 800.627.3660

SILVER LEVEL PARTNERS $2,500
Perspecive Consulting Partners
Stacy Wanderscheid
2670 ‐ 106th Street, Suite 240
Urbandale, IA 50322
Email: stacyw@perspectivecp.com
Phone: 515-251-6375
www.PerspectiveCP.com

Timberline Billing Service LLC
2231 NW 108th St, Ste 1
Clive, IA 50325.
Phone: 515-222-0827
Email:Dann.stevens@timberlinebilling.com
www.timberlinebilling.com
timberline@lycos.com

Piper Jaffray Inc.
Timothy J.Oswald – Deb Harmsen
3900 Ingersoll Ave. Suite 110
Des Moines, IA 50312
515-247-2358
timothy.j.oswald@pjc.com

ClaimAid
8141 Zionsville Rd.
Indianapolis, Indiana 46268
Contact: Chas LaPierre
clapierre@claimaid.com
317-777-7539
www.claimaid.com

Jester Ins. Services
John Seefeld
303 Watson Powell Jr. Way
Des Moines, IA 50309
jseefeld@jesterinsurance.com

Bohnsack & Frommelt LLP
9911 84th Street West
Taylor Ridge, IL 61284
www.govermentalservice.com
Sarah Bohnsack, Partner 563.343.9595
Sarah@governmentalservice.com
Mia Frommelt, Partner 913.660.3931
Mia@governmentalservice.com

Educator Benefit Consultants
Paige McNeil
3125 Airport Parkway N.E.
Cambridge, Minnesota 55008
http://www.ebcsolutions.com/
Paige@ebcsolutions.com
763-562-6053

TIAA-CREF
David Schmidt, Ph.D. –
200 North l;aSalle, Suite 1600
Chicago, Illinois 60601
dschmidt@tiaa-cref.org

Chartwells School Dining Services
Suzy Matuska
102 13th Ave SW
Kasson, MN 55944
www.chartwells.com
suzy.matuska@compass-usa.com
612-518-8816

FBG Service Corporation
Jennifer Pierce
1615 N.E. 58th St.
Des Moines, IA 50313
www.fbgservices.com
515.480.3962
jpierce@fbgservices.com

Software Unlimited
Ryan Heine –
5015 S. Broadband Ln
Sioiux Falls, S.D. 57108
rph@su-inc.com
605-361-207

BRONZE LEVEL PARTNERS $1,000
Debbie Ogrizovich - MJCare
2448 S. 102nd St. Suite 340
Milwaukee, WI
53227
414-329-2420

Brian Holland – School Dude
11000 Regency Parkway, Suite 200
Cary, NC 27518
919-816-8237

Steve Hewitt - ING
909 Locust St. MS 155
Des Moines, IA 50309
Steve.hewitt@us.ing.com

Arnold Mortzheim - InTouch Receipting
4415 Pacific Highway E
Tacoma, WA 98424
arnoldm@intouchrec
eipting.com
253-922-6077

Counselor’s Corner
By: Drew Bracken
Ahlers & Cooney, P.C.
Volunteer Coaches and Stipends
We continue to receive questions about the rules and regulations for paying coaches who are not
teachers. Recently, we fielded a call about “volunteer coaches” who nevertheless are paid a stipend in
recognition for their service. This article will consider the conditions under which a school district may be able
to pay some tribute to volunteers to recognize their service to the school district.
The first issue is determining whether the coach is truly a volunteer. Under the United States
Department of Labor’s regulations, the term “employee” does not include individuals who volunteer for a
public agency IF the volunteer:
1.
Performs service for a public agency for civic, charitable or humanitarian reasons, without
promise, expectation or receipt of compensation for services rendered. Although a volunteer can receive
no compensation, a volunteer can be paid expenses, reasonable benefits or a nominal fee to perform such
services;
2.
Offers services freely and without pressure or coercion, direct or implied, from an employer; and
3.
Is not otherwise employed by the same public agency to perform the same type of services as
those for which the individual proposes to volunteer.
See 29 C.F.R. §§ 553.101, 553.106.
The Department of Labor has recognized that a volunteer may receive no “compensation” under the
FLSA and maintain their volunteer status. However, a volunteer may be paid “expenses, reasonable benefits, or
a nominal fee.” 29 U.S.C. § 203(e)(4)(A); see also 29 C.F.R. § 553.106(a) (“Volunteers may be paid expenses,
reasonable benefits, a nominal fee, or any combination thereof, for their service without losing their status as
volunteers.”); 29 C.F.R. § 553.106(e) (“Individuals do not lose their volunteer status if they receive a nominal
fee from a public agency.”).
There are regulations that address the nominal fee issue. Specifically, “[a] nominal fee is not a
substitute for compensation and must not be tied to productivity.” 29 C.F.R. § 553.106(e). In determining
whether a fee constitutes “a substitute for compensation” or whether it is “tied to productivity,” the Department
looks at the “economic realities of the particular situation.” 29 C.F.R. § 553.106(f). A key factor in the context
of coaching (or advising another student activity) is whether the amount of the fee varies as the particular
individual spends more or less time engaged in the volunteer activities, or varies depending upon the success or
failure of a particular team or school activity. For example, if the fee does not vary based upon the win-loss
record of a team, or the degree of student involvement in a particular club, or other similar factors relevant to
the quality or quantity of the team, club, or activity, the Department generally would find that the fee was not a
“substitute for compensation” or “tied to productivity.” See 29 C.F.R. § 553.106(e).

The regulations also list several factors the Department will examine in determining whether a given
amount is nominal. Specifically, the Department will look at “the distance traveled and the time and effort
expended by the volunteer; whether the volunteer has agreed to be available around-the-clock or only during
certain specified time periods; and whether the volunteer provides services as needed or throughout the year.”
Id.
The Fair Labor Standards Act does not define “nominal fee,” but the Department of Labor uses the
definition of “incidental” in 29 U.S.C. § 213(c)(6)(G) of the FLSA as a guide. In that provision, Congress set
out a 20-percent test to determine whether something is insubstantial. Applying this to fees, the Department has
indicated that volunteers should not be paid a nominal fee which is more than 20% of what an employee would
be paid to do the same work.
If the stipend is no more than 20 percent of what the district would otherwise pay to hire a coach or
advisor for the same services, it would appear to be a permissible “nominal fee.” A willingness to volunteer for
an activity for 20 percent of the prevailing wage for the job is a likely indicator of the spirit of volunteerism
contemplated by the FLSA. See 29 U.S.C. § 203(e)(4)(A). Therefore, when a school district employee or
other person volunteers as a coach or advisor for an extracurricular activity, the Department will presume that
any fee paid to the coach is nominal as long as the fee does not exceed 20 percent of what the school district
would otherwise pay to a full-time coach or extracurricular advisor for the same services.
The purpose of this column is to identify issues. It does not purport to be exhaustive or to render legal advice. You should
consult with qualified counsel or other professionals in developing responses to specific situations.

Iowa ASBO Dates to remember:
February 6, Regional meetings and webinar – A&L update plus……
February (date to be determined) – IASBO Certified Budget workshop
March 27-28, 2013 IASBO Annual Meeting & Trade Show, Scheman Center in Ames, Iowa
September 25-26, 2013 IASBO conference, Sheraton in West Des Moines
October 25-28, 2013 ASBO International Meeting and Exhibits – Boston, Mass
September 19-22, 2014 ASBO International Meeting and Exhibits – Orlando, Florida
October 30-Nov 2, 2015 ASBO International Meeting and Exhibits – Dallas, Texas
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